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Abstract. Growth in electronic commerce has enabled businesses to reduce costs and 
expand markets by deploying information technology through new and existing business 
practices. However, government laws and regulations require businesses to employ 
reasonable security measures to thwart risks associated with this technology. Because 
many security vulnerabilities are only discovered after attacker exploitation, regulators 
update their interpretation of reasonable security to stay current with emerging threats.  
With a focus on determining what businesses must do to comply with these changing 
interpretations of the law, we conducted an empirical, multi-case study to discover and 
measure the meaning and evolution of “reasonable” security by examining 19 regulatory 
enforcement actions by the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC) over a 10 year period. 
The results reveal trends in FTC enforcement actions that are institutionalizing security 
knowledge as evidenced by 39 security requirements that mitigate 110 legal security 
vulnerabilities. 
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1 Introduction 
  
In the United States and Europe, businesses employ information technology to reduce 
costs and automate business practices. This technology includes a complex integration of 
network hardware and custom and proprietary software that introduces new security 
vulnerabilities that expose companies to e-crime and identity theft when consumer 
information is inadequately secured. For example, the 2007 E-Crime Watch Survey 
found 671 U.S. companies reported that unauthorized access and use of information, 
systems and networks was among the top three e-crimes that they experienced [CUC07].  
 
Unauthorized access to consumer information can lead to identity theft, which enables 
perpetrators to open fraudulent bank accounts using the identity of an unsuspecting 
consumer. Although this negative outcome is difficult to measure, the 2008 Javelin 
Identity Fraud Survey found that 8.1 million Americans are victims of identity fraud, 
which amounted to $45 billion in damages [Kim08]. Only 27% of surveyed consumers 
could rule out data breaches and online transactions as the source of identity theft, 
because 65% of consumers surveyed never knew how their information was stolen 
[Kim08]. 
 
Government laws and regulations require companies to employ reasonable security 
measures to reduce private harms such as identity theft due to unauthorized access. The 
U.S. Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) Safeguards Rule and the broader European 
Directive 95/46/EC, Article 17, both require that companies employ reasonable or 
appropriate administrative and technical security measures to protect consumer 
information [BEP04]. The GLBA is a U.S. Federal law enacted by U.S. Congress in 
1998 to allow consolidation among commercial banks. The GLBA Safeguards Rule is 
U.S. Federal regulation created in reaction to the GLBA and enforced by the U.S. 
Federal Trade Commission (FTC). The Safeguards Rule requires companies to 



 

implement a security plan to protect the confidentiality and integrity of consumer 
personal information and requires the designation of an individual responsible for 
compliance. Because these laws and regulations govern consumer personal information, 
they can lead to new requirements for information systems for which companies are 
responsible to comply. 
 
The act of compliance includes demonstrating due diligence, which is defined as 
“reasonable efforts that persons make to satisfy legal requirements or discharge their 
legal obligations” [Gar04]. Reasonableness in software systems includes industries 
standards and may allow for imperfection [Ott09]. Lawyers representing firms and other 
organizations, regulators, system administrators and engineers all face considerable 
challenge in determining what constitutes “reasonable” security measures for several 
reasons, including: 
 

1. Compliance changes with the emergence of new security vulnerabilities due to 
innovations in information technology; 

2. Compliance requires knowledge of specific security measures, however publicly 
available best practices typically include general goals and only address broad 
categories of vulnerability; and 

3. Compliance is a best-effort practice, because improving security is costly and 
companies must prioritize security spending commensurate with risk of non-
compliance.  In general, the costs of improved security are certain, but the 
improvement in security depends on unknown variables and probabilities 
outside the control of companies.     

 
In the United States, when evidence of legal non-compliance emerges, i.e., a firm in 
possession of personally identifying information does not employ reasonable security to 
protect that information, a regulatory enforcement action ensues in which a regulator 
files a legal complaint against a company. The legal complaint lists individual violations 
of relevant laws that are alleged to have occurred with supporting facts; some of these 
facts describe security vulnerabilities. We define legal compliance as a company’s ability 
to maintain “a defensible position in a court of law” [BAK06] and we believe reasonable 
security under the law should prevent or reduce the impact of legal complaints. 
 
This paper reports the results of an empirical, multi-case study to discover and measure 
the meaning and evolution of “reasonable” security. The study examined 19 regulatory 
enforcement actions that occurred over a 10-year period and that were conducted by the 
U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC), the independent agency regulating commerce in 
the United States. This study first examines what constitutes unreasonable security by 
itemizing vulnerabilities identified by the FTC in these regulatory enforcement actions. 
We define reasonable security using two artifacts: mitigating security requirements that 
the investigator deduces from examining these vulnerabilities and FTC-imposed 
remedies. Because legal violations are often pursued in response to resulting damages, 
this study also estimates the magnitude of private harms experienced by customers 
during acts of non-compliance. 
 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: related work appears in Section 2; 
the case study design is presented in Section 3 with findings discussed in Section 4; 
threats to validity appear in Section 5; and we conclude with discussion and summary in 
Section 6. 
 
2 Related Work 
 
Researchers in requirements engineering have recognized the need to develop new 
methods and tools to identify privacy and security requirements. Early work includes the 
adaptation of existing requirements engineering methods, such as problem frames, agent- 
models, goal-oriented models and use cases to the problem of eliciting security 
requirements. These adaptations include abuse frames [LNI03], authoritative agents 
[MMZ07], intentional anti-goals [Lam04] and abuse and misuse cases [SO05, WWH08], 



 

respectively. Combined with security patterns [KCC03], these techniques focus 
elicitation on identifying security vulnerabilities from which mitigating security 
requirements are derived. Frameworks such as the SQUARE method [MS05], Lee et 
al.’s ontology-driven method [LGM06] and Haley et al.’s satisfaction argument-driven 
method [HLM08] all use a similar paradigm, driven by identifying threats to assets and 
then using specialized techniques to reduce these threats in the form of security 
requirements. In this paper, we introduce a process for identifying legal and security 
vulnerabilities that, when exploited by attackers, correspond to legal violations. From 
these documented security vulnerabilities, we derive mitigating security requirements 
with the intent to define what constitutes reasonable security under these laws. From a 
legal case history spanning 10 years, we observe how reasonable security has evolved in 
the eyes of one U.S. Federal regulator. 
 
Legal compliance is defined as an organization’s ability to maintain “a defensible 
position in a court of law” [BAK06]. In requirements engineering, work to support legal 
compliance with privacy and security regulations includes research on models, methods 
and frameworks. Models have been proposed to represent rights, permissions and 
obligations [BA05] and acts of delegation and permission [MMZ08] and to manage 
traceability [BA07,GAP07]. Methods include a legal requirements acquisition method, 
including a technique to balance rights and obligations [BVA06], a method to identify 
hidden assumptions [DED06], and a requirements prioritization method based upon legal 
exceptions [BA08]. Frameworks have been proposed to manage traceability between 
goal models and legal documents [GAP07] and manage accountability and traceability 
through refinement and delegation [BAS08]. Finally, research in legal requirements has 
yielded reusable catalogues of privacy requirements [TOP02] and information access 
constraints [BA08]. Recently, Breaux et al. have demonstrated that criminal court 
proceedings provide rich sources of security scenarios and abuse cases [BLO09]. This 
paper extends this body of work by investigating a frequently occurring and intended 
legal ambiguity, what constitutes reasonable security, to help companies avoid or defend 
against legal complaints from regulators. 
 
Recent industry and legal analysis further illustrates the extent of the problem 
investigated in this study. The 2008 Data Breach Investigations Report, a survey of over 
500 data breaches over a 4 year period by the Verizon Business Risk Team, reports that 
most of the data breaches studied result from a “combination of events” with 87% of 
these breaches being avoidable with appropriate security controls [BHV08]. The results 
of our study show a similar trend, that reasonable security includes a combination of 
security measures to thwart attacks and prevent or diminish violations of security laws. 
With an increased incidence of data breaches, regulators will consider such breaches as 
foreseeable and come to expect companies to implement reasonable and appropriate 
security measures [Bishop]. Although legal analysis shows that private lawsuits due to 
data breaches typically fail, the FTC has been successful in settling cases based on an 
emerging definition of reasonable security [Han08]. Legal experts note that this 
definition is not uniform across U.S. laws [Cio07, Sie07], is evolving and relies upon a 
security program, leaving the technical details to be defined by security experts [Sme07]. 
This paper seeks to bridge this knowledge gap by analyzing the FTC security cases to 
understand the evolution of reasonable security in terms of technical safeguards, which 
address documented security vulnerabilities that led to violations of law. 
 
Management and technical standards provide organizations broad guidance in how to 
plan, implement and monitor security controls. Unlike U.S. laws that require broad 
security goals to be achieved (e.g., privacy notices, confidentiality, etc.), security 
standards provide technical guidance that can be used to strategize how to comply with 
security laws. The Control Objectives for Information and related Technology (COBIT) 
[ISA07], the ISO/IEC 17799:2005, subtitled ``Code of practice for information security 
management'' [ISO05a] and the U.K. Office of Government Commerce (OGC) 
Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) [OGC07] are prominent 
management standards that describes personnel, process and resource planning. 
Alternatively, the ISO/IEC 15408:2005, also called the Common Criteria, is a technical 
standard that describes functional security requirements [ISO05b]. Failing a detailed 



 

understanding of what constitutes reasonable security under a regulation governing the 
healthcare industry, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 
Security Rule, organizations are resorting to security standards for guidance [Mer04]. 
However, the SANS Institute found that the HIPAA Security Rule requirements are not 
contained in ISO/IEC 17799, including requirements for preventing, monitoring and 
terminating access to patient health information [Bor03]. Thus, companies cannot 
arbitrarily rely on security standards to comply with security laws. This paper includes 
empirical evidence that companies must look at security laws, in addition to standards, to 
ensure reasonable security in information technology. While this paper considers what 
constitutes “reasonable security” under the FTC in terms of specific security 
requirements, future work should consider how this definition of reasonable security 
aligns with existing security standards. While security laws are written by lawmakers to 
address significant past or potential commercial failures, security standards are written 
by industrial trade-groups and independent security bodies. The extent to which a 
security standard can be used to comply with a law remains an open question [Ott09]. 
 
3 Case Study Design 
 
The research reported in this paper employs a descriptive, multi-case study design 
[Cre03] directed at discovering constructivist knowledge claims and outcomes, as 
opposed to explanatory case studies that examine underlying causes [Yin03]. This 
section describes the research questions, units of analysis and case study materials used 
to conduct this study. 
 
Reasonable security is a non-functional requirement that is periodically adjusted by 
regulators to address changes in business practices, information technology and public 
concern. What is “reasonable” depends on multiple, complex, time-dependent factors, 
such as what vulnerabilities exist in the marketplace, both in products and through the 
surrounding physical environment in which they are deployed. In this multi-case study, 
we seek to measure the meaning and evolution of reasonable security across 10 years of 
regulatory enforcement actions within the United States. This measurement is conducted 
in terms of regulatory enforcement actions that identify specific vulnerabilities that 
culminated in legal violations and that lead to remedial obligations. In addition, we 
consider which security requirements can be used to mitigate these vulnerabilities with 
the intent to avoid the legal violations in the future. Taken together, reasonable security 
can be measured by the change in vulnerabilities, obligations and security requirements.  
 
Figure 1 illustrates the legal lifecycle that traces the units of analysis (in bold), which are 
defined in Section 3.2. The units of analysis include legal vulnerabilities, which if 
exploited may lead to the private harms, not all of which are observable. Where the FTC 
observes these harms in newspapers or as consequences of reporting required by other 
laws and, if the company is deemed culpable, the FTC may produce a regulatory 
enforcement action. Our case study demonstrates a method to derive remedial 
obligations, which are high-level goals that require a company to act to reduce legal 
vulnerabilities, and mitigating security requirements, which address the cited legal 
vulnerabilities. These artifacts produced by our method comprise a partial representation 
of what constitutes “reasonable” security.  
 



 

 
Figure 1: Overview of the analysis procedure to identify requirements,  

obligations and harms 
 
 
3.1 Research Questions 
 
The following research questions investigate the non-functional requirement 
“reasonableness” by identifying security that is unreasonable, evidenced by business 
practices or lack thereof that constitute legal vulnerabilities, private harms and 
government imposed remedies (see Section 3.2 for definitions of these terms as the units 
of analysis). The research questions in this study are: 
 
RQ1: What organizational practices constitute legal vulnerabilities that lead to violations 

of security law? 

RQ2: What security requirements can be used to mitigate legal security vulnerabilities? 

RQ3: What trends exists, if any, in government enforcement of laws that require 
reasonable security? 

RQ4: What are the private harms and government-imposed remedies for non-
compliance?  

 
The answers to RQ1 correspond to documented legal vulnerabilities that affect security. 
These vulnerabilities, which are extracted using a procedure illustrated in Section 3.3, are 
used by an analyst to systematically specify mitigating security requirements, which 
answer RQ2 and directly measure the meaning of reasonable security within the narrow 
scope of this study. If reasonable security evolves over time, RQ3 asks what trends are 
observable over the 10 year period studied. We answer this question by examining the 
results of the deriving the mitigating security requirements to identify any changes in 
security focus. Finally, because the FTC often responds to failures that result in damages, 
RQ4 measures both the private harms and the government-imposed remedies that were 
sought in response to those harms. 
 
We now discuss case study materials and units of analyses that were used to answer 
these research questions. 
 
3.2 Case Materials and Units of Analysis 
 
This study examined 19 regulatory enforcement actions by the FTC over a 10-year 
period from 1999-2008 (see Table 1). In Table 1, each case is classified by one of the 
following types: illegal disclosure (ID), illegal collection (IC) or data breach (DB). The 
FTC identified these actions as prominent security cases that violate the FTC Act (15 
U.S.C. §§41 et seq), governing deceptive and unfair trade practices. If companies post 
online privacy policies ensuring that consumer information is secure prior to 



 

contradictory reports that company internal controls failed to protect such information, 
these policies may be instruments of deceptive and unfair trade practices under the FTC 
Act. In addition, the U.S. Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1996 (GLBA) Safeguards Rule 
(16 C.F.R. §314) and the U.S. Children's Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998 
(COPPA) Rule (16 C.F.R. §312), requiring parental consent prior to collecting children’s 
personal information, both require businesses to post privacy policies ensuring 
consumers that their information is protected by reasonable security measures. The FTC 
claims that the legal violations in these security cases could have been avoided with 
properly implemented security requirements. 
 

Table 1: Nineteen FTC Security Cases Ordered by Settlement Date 
Type Company Settled  Type Company Settled 
ID Geocities 02/1999  DB ChoicePoint 01/2006 
ID Toysmart 07/2000  DB CardSystems Solutions 02/2006 
ID Eli Lilly 05/2002  DB DSW 03/2006 
IC Microsoft 12/2002  DB Guidance Software 11/2006 
DB Guess 08/2003  DB Life Is Good 01/2008 
DB Tower Records 06/2004  ID Goal Financial 03/2008 
ID Gateway Learning 09/2004  DB ValueClick 03/2008 
DB PetCo 03/2005  DB Reed Elsevier 03/2008 
ID CartManager 03/2005  DB TJX 03/2008 
DB BJʼs Wholesale Club 06/2005     

 
For each of the cases in Table 1, the materials acquired for this study include the 
complaint, which describes the federal charges against the company, the agreement or 
judgment, which describes the remedy to be implemented by the company, and the press 
release by the FTC, which summarizes additional details from the case, including private 
harms that result from the alleged legal violations.  
 
In case study research, units of analysis describe the elements of data to be collected and 
analyzed [Yin03]. The following units of analysis, which consist of concepts and their 
definitions, were identified and documented in the case materials using the analysis 
procedure described in Section 3.3: 
 

• Legal vulnerabilities, which describe specific acts or failures to act that are 
susceptible to violations of law; 

• Mitigating security requirements, which describe acts that businesses can take to 
prevent legal violations. 

• Remedial obligations and refrainments, which describe acts that businesses must 
or must not perform to remedy a complaint. 

• Private harms, which describe acts that negatively affect consumers or positively 
affect businesses at cost to consumers. 

 
The following analysis procedure provides the analyst a means to identify, classify and 
extract statements and phrases that represent instances of the above units of analysis. 
During this acquisition process, we identified heuristics that can be used to reproduce 
this study and to validate the acquired artifacts; the heuristics are reported in Section 4 
with the case study findings. These artifacts represent nominal measures of the range of 
phenomena described by the units and can be compared to each other to identify 
similarities and differences using metrics that we developed in prior work [BAB08]. To 
compensate for errors in subjective interpretation that results from classifying phrases 
and sentences, multiple analysts must apply the units of analysis to the case study 
materials during the acquisition process. In the following section, we present each step to 
acquire these artifacts with examples to illustrate both the ease and difficulty in 
conducting this analysis. 
 
3.3 Analysis Procedure 
 
The analysis procedure consists of the following steps: (1) identify legal vulnerabilities 
from complaints; (2) derive mitigating security requirements from legal vulnerabilities; 



 

(3) identify remedial obligations from agreements and judgments for each case selected; 
(4) identify private harms from press releases and complaints. Figure 2 illustrates these 
steps in order of application, including the case materials and units of analysis. Each 
numbered step is completed for all of the cases studied prior to proceeding to the next 
step to reduce unwanted bias resulting from a preliminary results introduced by 
completing a single case. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Overview of the analysis procedure to identify requirements,  
obligations and harms 

 
We now discuss the separate procedures to identify legal vulnerabilities, legal remedies 
and private harms followed by applying the definitions of the units of analysis to the case 
materials. 
 
3.3.1 Identify legal vulnerabilities 
 
The analyst identifies legal vulnerabilities by analyzing legal complaints (step 1, Figure 
2). The complaints we analyzed are written according the U.S. Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure, Rule 10, which requires the plaintiff, such as the FTC, to “state its claims or 
defenses in numbered paragraphs, each limited as far as practicable to a single set of 
circumstances” [FRCP]. Legal systems in other jurisdictions that use a similar format, 
which itemizes legal vulnerabilities in the form of numbered claims and defenses, should 
be amenable to this type of analysis. Consider the following excerpt from the complaint 
by the FTC against TJX Companies, Inc. (TJX), FTC File No. 072-3055: 
 

“7. Since at least July 2005, respondent engaged in a number of 
practices that, taken together, failed to provide reasonable and 
appropriate security for personal information on its networks. In 
particular, respondent: 
(a) created an unnecessary risk to personal information by storing 

it on, and transmitting it between and within, in-store and 
corporate networks in clear text; 

(b) did not use readily available security measures to limit 
wireless access to its networks, thereby allowing an intruder 
to connect wirelessly to in-store networks without 
authorization;” 

 
The above excerpt highlights several facts that the FTC alleges in that complaint 
constitute “unfair acts or practices in or affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) 
of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C § 45(a).” The first step in the analysis 
procedure is to itemize each fact that represents a legal vulnerability, in some cases by 



 

performing case-splitting on individual sentences [BA05], which works as follows: for a 
sentence with phrases A, B and C, we split “A… B or C” into “A… B” and “A… C”. 
The fact in paragraph (7)(a) above is separated into two legal vulnerabilities (LV) TJX-
LV1 and TJX-LV2 as follows using case-splitting: 
 
TJX-LV1: Created an unnecessary risk to personal information by storing it on in-store 

and corporate networks in clear text. 
TJX-LV2: Created an unnecessary risk to personal information by transmitting it between 

and within in-store and corporate networks in clear text. 
 
From the excerpt, the case “storing it on… networks” was separated from the case 
“transmitting it between and within… networks” using case-splitting to yield separate 
vulnerabilities. During this step, every effort is made to preserve the original language 
and avoid amending the legal vulnerability by introducing or removing information. This 
preservation ensures that we can reuse this data for later analyses. 
 
3.3.2 Derive mitigating security requirements 
 
The nature of these cases and laws under which the corresponding complaints were 
charged concern privacy and security claims that were unfair, deceptive or misleading, as 
evidenced by documented security exploits. Consequently, the legal vulnerabilities 
identified in the first step are also security vulnerabilities. We derive mitigating security 
requirements as a means to classify the vulnerabilities and propose a definition of 
reasonable security that evolves with each case. In our findings in Section 4, we discuss 
how this evolution unfolds over the 10-year period.  
 
The analyst derives mitigating security requirements from vulnerabilities (see step 2, 
Figure 2) by beginning with the complete set of vulnerabilities from all cases studied and 
by sorting the vulnerabilities using the security categories, presented in Table 2. These 
categories were derived during this case study using grounded analysis, in which theory 
derived from a dataset if valid for that dataset [GS67]. Because these categories are 
grounded in the legal vulnerabilities cited by the FTC in this study, this list of security 
categories may be incomplete for other studies and purposes in other domains. However, 
several of these categories appear in related work. For example, the categories Access, 
Consent and Notification appear in the FTC Fair Information Practice Principles and 
Antón/Earp privacy taxonomy [AE04] and the categories for Encryption, Monitoring, 
Patching, Retention, Training and Verification have corresponding guidelines in the 
NIST Information Security Handbook [BHW06]. 
 

Table 2: Security categories used for sorting legal security vulnerabilities 
Category Keywords 

Access Monitoring Retention 

Consent Notification Training 

Encryption Patching Verification 

 
Recall the legal vulnerability TJX-LV1 from the previous section. TJX-LV1 can be 
mitigated in several ways, including: (1) not storing personal information; (2) storing 
personal information for a limited time; (3) not storing personal information in clear text; 
and so on. Each strategy reduces risk while potentially interfering with business practices 
in different ways and adding to costs. For example, the first strategy “not storing person 
information” likely obstructs a business practice, but reduces risk significantly, whereas 
the second strategy fits the Retention category and reduces risk by reducing availability, 
but does not address the vulnerability “in clear text” stated in vulnerability TJX-LV1. 
However, using the Encryption category, the analyst can mitigate this vulnerability using 
the third strategy, which yields security requirement (SR) SR18: 
 
SR18: Require encrypted information during storage. 
 
The security categories help broaden the focus of the analyst’s mitigation strategy by 
encouraging the analyst to consider alternatives and enabling requirements reuse. 



 

Because a single legal vulnerability can present multiple issues to be considered, the 
analyst must consider each category in the process of deriving security requirements. 
During reuse, if a subsequent legal vulnerability contains additional detail, the reused 
requirement may be further refined to address this new detail. Conversely, vulnerabilities 
with less detail should yield generalized requirements with less detail. Because we are 
interested in investigating trends over time, we cannot ignore these subtle variations in 
detail. For example, Guess-LV3 describes a vulnerability that uses the verb “maintain”, 
which can refer to information both in storage and in transit. Security requirement SR17, 
obtained during this study, is specified more generally to mitigate this second 
vulnerability.  
 
Guess-LV3: Failed to maintain personal information obtained from consumers in an 

encrypted format. 
 
SR17: Require encrypted information. 
 
In Section 4, we illustrate how this change in detail corresponds to an evolution in the 
meaning of reasonable security. In addition, we present examples from the study where 
the analyst must make assumptions to derive mitigating security requirements. 
 
3.3.3 Identify legal remedies 
 
In the United States, regulatory enforcement actions generally conclude with agreements 
between the regulator and the company, or judgments against the company. An 
agreement or judgment contains orders, in the form of actions that are required 
(obligations) or prohibited (refrainments) by the company for the purpose of remedying 
the alleged legal violations. The procedure to identify these remedial obligations and 
refrainments (step 3, Figure 2) employs the method developed by Breaux et al. to 
identify legal rights, permissions and obligations [BVA06]. Consider the following 
excerpt from the agreement and consenting order between the FTC and TJX (FTC Case 
No. 072-3055): 
 

“IT IS ORDERED that respondent, directly or through any corporation, 
subsidiary, division, or other device, in connection with the advertising, 
marketing, promotion, offering for sale, or sale of any product or service, in or 
affecting commerce, shall, no later than the date of service of this order, 
establish and implement, and thereafter maintain, a comprehensive information 
security program that is reasonably designed to protect the security, 
confidentiality, and integrity of personal information collected from or about 
consumers.” 

 
The procedure first directs the analyst to identify modal keywords, such as “shall” that 
indicates an obligation; see Breaux et al. for a list of modal keywords [BVA06]. For the 
purposes of this study, the remedial obligations (OB) and refrainments (R) were 
simplified by removing details that enable comparing remedies across different cases. 
For example, obligation OB25 was acquired from this excerpt: 
 
OB25: Implement a comprehensive information-security program. 
 
The missing detail that was removed in OB25, while unnecessary to broadly compare 
remedies in this study, is necessary to correctly reason about and implement the 
intended, government-imposed remedy; a topic that is beyond the scope of this study. 
 
3.3.4 Identify private harms 
 
The procedure to identify private harms (step 4, Figure 2) is applied to legal complaints 
and press releases by the FTC. For example, the FTC press release for the TJX case 
described several harms in the following excerpt [FTC08]: 
 

“An intruder exploited these failures and obtained tens of millions of 
credit and debit payment cards that consumers used at TJX’s stores, as 



 

well as the personal information of approximately 455,000 consumers 
who returned merchandise to the stores. Banks have claimed that tens 
of millions of dollars in fraudulent charges have been made on the 
cards and millions of cards have been cancelled and reissued.” 

 
From these sources, we are concerned with identifying consumer harms to measure the 
scope of the exploited vulnerability. Complex factors affect the order of magnitude for an 
exploited vulnerability in terms of number of affected consumers. For example, the 
safeguards at a bank may reduce the threat to their account holders when corresponding 
account numbers are exposed through a merchant’s unprotected information systems. 
Two exploited vulnerabilities that appear to yield harms in different proportions to each 
other may have equal or inverse potential for harms. For example, a breach similar to the 
above excerpt can be measured by “actual harms” using the number of consumers 
affected or fraudulent charges recorded by the bank. The “potential harms,” however, 
may include the total credit limits for these customers that could be used for fraudulent 
purchases before the bank could take corrective action to halt this criminal activity. Thus, 
this information is relevant to generally consider the extent of harms but is not adequate 
to rank vulnerabilities by severity. 
 
4 Study Findings 
 
The multi-case study yielded several important findings that companies can use to 
understand the meaning and evolution of reasonable security in the United States. These 
findings are organized chronologically by the date of the final agreement or judgment, 
called the settlement year, because from the date a legal complaint is filed, the regulatory 
agency can receive public comments and amend the complaint by adding or removing 
legal violations. 
 
Table 4 summarizes the number of legal vulnerabilities by security category (the rows) 
for each year in the study (the columns); empty cells represent zero vulnerabilities under 
that category and year. Each vulnerability is mapped to a mitigating security 
requirement: for the 110 vulnerabilities identified, 39 unique mitigating security 
requirements were derived. The last column contains the row totals for each category of 
legal vulnerability. We organized the security categories and weighted them by the 
number of vulnerabilities in each category. From this analysis, we observe the FTC focus 
across the following broader topics: information handling (access, encryption and 
retention) ranking highest (53.6%), followed by security process improvement 
(monitoring, patching, training and verification) ranking second (32.7%) and consumer 
management (consent and notification) ranking last (13.6%). 
 
During the acquisition of legal vulnerabilities and remedial obligations, we identified 
several heuristics that cover the range of phenomena described by the units of analysis 
(see Section 3.2). In each instance, the vulnerabilities were contained in numbered 
paragraphs with at most 2-3 vulnerabilities stated in each paragraph (see Section 3.3.1). 
Among the 110 vulnerabilities reported in Table 4, two-thirds or 74 vulnerabilities were 
all described by two phrase heuristics: “failed to… [act]”, “failure to… [act]”, and “did 
not… [act]” where [act] is a domain-specific verb. In the remaining 36 vulnerabilities, 
the descriptions concern actions performed by companies that led to legal violations. In 
these cases, the analyst must rely on the paragraph structure, which was found to be 
sufficient, to identify the corresponding vulnerabilities. 
 
The bottom two rows in Table 4 summarize the number of security cases per year and the 
mean number of legal vulnerabilities identified per case per year. A linear regression was 
performed on this data and determined that a statistically significant increase in the 
number of legal vulnerabilities per case per year (p = 0.024, R2 = .598, confidence = 
95%) occurred for these 19 security cases. The statistical means and the y-intercept with 
slope that approximates this trend are presented in Figure 2. The low R2 is attributable to 
the 2002 Microsoft and 2006 ChoicePoint cases, which are landmark cases that incurred 
an unusually large number of legal vulnerabilities. As illustrated in Table 4 and discussed 



 

in the remainder of this section, the upward trend is likely due to a change in security 
focus and institutionalization (accretion) of security knowledge by the FTC. 
 

Table 4: Distribution of Legal Vulnerabilities by Security Category  
and Settlement Year1 

Settlement Years from 1999 to 2008 Security 
Category ʻ99 ʻ00 ʻ02 ʻ03 ʻ04 ʻ05 ʻ06 '08 

Totals  

Access  1 2 3 1 3 15 15 40 
Encryption    1  5 3 6 15 

Retention      1 2 1 4 

Monitoring   3   1 6 3 13 

Patching      1 2 3 6 

Training   2     1 3 

Verification   1 1 4 1 2 5 14 

Consent   2      2 

Notification 2 2 3  2 2  2 13 

Totals 2 3 13 5 7 14 30 36 110 

Cases 1 1 2 1 2 3 4 5 19 
Vulnerability/ 
Case 2.0 3.0 6.5 5.0 3.5 4.7 7.5 7.2 5.8 

 
 

 
Figure 2: Upward Trend in Mean Number of Vulnerabilities per Case per Year 

 
The remainder of this section presents findings obtained by analyzing the mitigating 
security requirements. In Section 4.1, we discuss two trends: (1) a shift in focus from 
consumer management to information handling that is not obvious in Table 4 but is 
evidenced by changes in the proportion and quality of security requirements; and (2) an 
increased focus on security process improvement requirements. Finally, we discuss an 
emerging emphasis on physical security that is dispersed across multiple security cases in 
Section 4.2. 
 
4.1 FTC Shifts Focus on Security 
 
Over the past 10 years, the security focus at the FTC appears to have shifted from 
consumer management requirements (consent and notification), towards information 
handling requirements (access, encryption and retention). Table 5 presents 25 mitigating 
                                                        
1 The FTC Privacy Initiative lists no cases settled in 2001 and 2007. 



 

security requirements, acquired during step 2 of the analysis (see Figure 2), that comprise 
the security categories for access, encryption, retention, consent and notification. The 
columns correspond to the 19 security cases in chronological order, with the settlement 
years across the bottom row. The shaded portions of the table illustrate that the majority 
of consumer management requirements (86.4%) correspond to cases prior to 2005, 
whereas the majority of information handling requirements (73.3%) correspond to cases 
from 2005 to 2008. A possible explanation for this shift in security focus is the California 
Security Breach Notification Law (Cal. Civil Code §1798.29), which became effective in 
2003 and requires companies to notify consumers whenever their personal information is 
compromised due to unauthorized access. Today, at least 44 states have enacted similar 
laws. An increase in consumer data breach notifications, as seen in the ChoicePoint case, 
may lead the FTC to investigate these breaches under their enforcement authority for 
unfair and deceptive trade practices. Thus, explaining why the FTC security focus has 
shifted from notification to information handling and security process improvement. 
 
In addition to the change in focus, we observe an increase in the specificity of mitigating 
security requirements due to an increased level of detail in legal vulnerabilities. In 2008 
alone, we observe four new security requirements: the requirement of unique user ids 
(SR13), login suspension (SR15), periodic password changes (SR16) and third-party 
controls (SR18). Prior to 2005, the FTC only cited vulnerabilities from e-commerce web 
access points (SR3), such as information portals and storefronts. In addition, from 2005 
to 2008 the FTC refined their focus on access to distinguish intranet (SR1), Internet 
(SR2), physical (SR4) and wireless network (SR5) access points in legal complaints. 
During the same period, encryption (SR21) was refined to distinguish between 
information in storage (SR22) and information in transit (SR23). Finally, whereas Table 
4 appears to show a consistent focus on notification-related vulnerabilities, the 
breakdown behind Table 5 reveals an 83% decrease after 2004 in user notifications about 
information use by providers (SR31) and third-parties (SR32). While not a user 
notification, we do observe a business-to-business notification requirement for third-
party companies to notify their information providers about how they use consumer 
information (SR33). This requirement has important consequences for companies that 
sub-contract or outsource processing of sensitive consumer information. 
 
Table 6 presents nine mitigating security requirements that comprise the categories for 
monitoring, patching, training and verification to support security process improvement. 
The shaded table area shows that the majority of security process improvement 
requirements (69.4%) were derived from legal vulnerabilities identified between 2005-
2008. Consistent with Table 5, where we observe a shift towards access-related 
requirements, in Table 6 we observe an increase in monitoring for unauthorized access 
(SR34) during 2005-2008.  
 
Whereas the steps in the analysis procedure described in Section 3.3 to identify legal 
vulnerabilities and remedial obligations and refrainments rely on phrase heuristics to 
improve the reliability in the acquisition of these artifacts, the mitigating security 
requirements are derived artifacts that an analyst infers from the acquired vulnerabilities. 
Consider vulnerabilities CP-LV1 from the ChoicePoint case and RE-LV7 from the Reed 
Elsevier case, below.   
 
CP-LV1: Accepted for verification purposes documentation that included facially 

contradictory information, such as different business addresses on federal 
tax identification documents and utility statements, without conducting 
further inquiry to resolve the contradiction 

RE-LV7: Allowed customers to create new credentials without confirming that the new 
credentials were created by customers rather than identity thieves 

 
Both vulnerabilities CP-LV1 and RE-LV7 were mitigated by the broadly-stated security 
requirement SR12 “Require controls to verify physical identity.” The high degree of 
abstraction and the loss of detail in SR12 is appropriate for this study, because we are 
interested in discovering broad trends in evolving security requirements across multiple 
cases as described above and in Tables 5 and 6. That said, these two vulnerabilities 
describe fairly complex issues. In CP-LV1, for example, the legal vulnerability is that 



 

ChoicePoint did not check the documentation provided by customers for contradictory 
information (a procedure that can presumably be implemented in software for at least 
partial automation). In RE-LV7, however, we assume that identity thieves would not use 
their own identities but instead use fake identities. Therefore, to mitigate this 
vulnerability SR17 requires that the customer’s physical identity only be valid (not fake).  
 
4.2 Emphasis on Physical Security 
 
The multi-case study reveals that physical vulnerabilities, which can be exploited to gain 
access to consumer information, must be mitigated to ensure that consumers receive a 
reasonable degree of security. These vulnerabilities were highlighted by the 2006 
ChoicePoint and 2008 Goal Financial cases and include the following legal 
vulnerabilities: (GF-LV2) failing to restrict access to consumer information stored in 
paper files; authorizing a physical identity using facially contradictory (CP-LV2) or 
incomplete (CP-LV5) information; (CP-LV8) furnishing consumer information to third-
parties beyond the scope of their physical identity or stated need; (CP-LV9) continuing 
to permit access when a physical identity was found to be inconsistent or invalid; and 
(GF-LV4) failing to assess the risks of storing consumer information in paper files. Table 
7 presents the mitigating security requirements that correspond to these vulnerabilities. 
The requirements in Table 7 are not explicit in the security law cited by the FTC in their 
legal complaints. However, they offer further empirical evidence that physical security is 
an important component to the FTC’s interpretation of reasonable security under the law. 



 

 
Table 7: Requirements for Mitigating Physical Security-related Vulnerabilities 

Vulnerability ID Security 
Category Physical Security Requirements 

GF-LV2 SR4 Access Require authentication at physical access points 
CP-LV5 SR7 Access Require complete information on physical identity 
CP-LV2 SR12 Access Require controls to verify physical identity 
CP-LV8 SR14 Access Require information access consistent with physical 

identity 
CP-LV9 SR27 Monitoring Require periodic validation of physical identity 
GF-LV4 SR39 Verification Require physical vulnerability testing 

 
 
4.3 Scope of Private Harms 
 
Among the 19 security cases studied, only 14 case documents (i.e., complaints and press 
releases) include explicit references to the magnitude and types of harms experienced by 
consumers. Figure 3 presents the number of consumers affected for each of the 14 cases 
in chronology of the case settlement date; the y-axis is logarithmic. The harms affected 
consumer information stored in paper and electronic files and in database tables, 47% of 
which included credit card, debit or bank account information. The number of affected 
consumers ranges from 669 customers in the 2002 Eli Lilly case, involving an e-mail 
divulging sensitive consumer information, to over 10 million consumers in the 2006 
CardSystems Solutions case, which involved unsecured transmissions of credit card data 
across networks. The cost of these vulnerabilities, for which data is incomplete, includes 
up to tens of millions of dollars of fraudulent charges reported by banks in the 2008 TJX 
case. The 2005 CartManager case, where the company illegally sold consumer 
information to third parties for $9,100 in profit, exposed over 1 million consumers to 
potential misuse of their financial information. A similar sale of consumer information, 
which netted $4,600 in profit for the company, was reported in the 2004 Gateway 
Learning case. For that case, we do not know the number of consumers affected. 
 

 
Figure 3: Number of Affected Consumers Harmed by Exploited Vulnerabilities 

 
4.4 Remedial Obligations and Refrainments 
 

The 19 security cases all ended in an agreement or judgment that includes new 
obligations and refrainments that the defendants are required to implement, in addition to 
any legal requirements as part of their normal civic responsibility. The study yielded 34 
obligations and 18 refrainments. All of these artifacts were identified using the phrase 
heuristics “it is ordered that…” or “it is further ordered that…”, which precede the 



 

remedial obligations. Refrainments (i.e., “shall not”) appeared as supporting statements 
and exceptions to the obligations. These statements were preceded by the phrase 
heuristic “provided, however, …” and a condition that should be satisfied before the 
refrainment was applicable to the company. 
 
Table 8 presents the remedial obligations that comprise the information security program 
imposed by the FTC in 15 cases. Table 8 shows the remedial obligation ID and 
description. In general, these obligations require companies to establish (O21) and 
maintain (O22) a security program by designating appropriate personnel to oversee the 
program (O23). The program requires companies to identify risks (O24) and design 
(O26), implement (O27) and monitor (O28) safeguards to control such risks. In addition, 
companies are required to evaluate (O30) and adjust (O31) the security program in 
response to risk monitoring and to have qualified personnel conduct annual written 
reviews (O25). Recently, in six of the 15 cases, companies are also required to ensure 
service providers, such as sub-contractors, employ reasonable security safeguards (O34).  
 
Whereas only one of the 15 cases was cited for a violation of the GLBA Safeguards Rule 
(16 C.F.R. §314), most of the remedies in Table 8 align with legal requirements stated in 
the Rule. Table 8 illustrates how the FTC has institutionalized knowledge of security best 
practice in at least two additional ways: (1) in the drafting the GLBA Safeguards Rule to 
conform to such security practices; and (2) in requiring these same security practices as 
remedial obligations for whenever corporate internal security controls (a) lead to actual 
or potential data breaches (an unfair practice) or (b) are found to be inconsistent with 
privacy policies (a false or misleading statement). 
 

Table 8 Obligations for Information Security Program   
ID Remedial Obligation Description Safeguards 

Rule 

O21 
ESTABLISH an information security program for the protection of 
personally identifiable information collected from or about 
consumers 

§314.3(a) 

O22 
MAINTAIN an information security program for the protection of 
personally identifiable information collected from or about 
consumers 

§314.4(a) 

O23 DESIGNATE appropriate personnel to coordinate and oversee 
the program §314.4(a) 

O24 IDENTIFY reasonably foreseeable internal and external risks to 
the security, confidentiality, and integrity of personal information §314.4(b) 

O25 CONDUCT an annual written review by qualified persons to 
monitor and document compliance with the program —— 

O27 DESIGN reasonable safeguards to control the risks identified 
through risk assessment §314.4(c) 

O28 IMPLEMENT reasonable safeguards to control the risks identified 
through risk assessment §314.4(c) 

O29 MONITOR the effectiveness of the safeguardsʼ key controls, 
systems, and procedures §314.4(c) 

O30 EVALUATE the information security program in light of the results 
of the testing and monitoring §314.4(c) 

O31 ADJUST the information security program in light of the results of 
the testing and monitoring §314.4(e) 

O34 EMPLOY reasonable steps to retain service providers capable of 
appropriately safeguarding personal information §314.4(d) 

 
 
The agreements and judgments, called the order, from all 19 cases include routine 
obligations required to monitor compliance, presented in Table 9.  These obligations 
include the requirement to maintain (O8) and, upon request, provide to the FTC (O9) 
documents relating to compliance, including a report that describes how the company has 
complied with the order (O12). In addition, companies are required to deliver the order to 
current and future principals and employees (O10) and notify the FTC of changes in the 
corporation (O11). Finally, for the three cases that involve judgments, the FTC takes a 
more invasive tactic, requiring companies to permit access to offices storing relevant 
documents (O19) for the purpose of inspecting and copying those documents (O20). 
 



 

All 18 of the refrainments identified in this study concern consent and notification 
practices and apply to cases in which a false or misleading statement was made in a 
privacy policy. In Table 10, these refrainments are presented with the cases in which they 
were cited by settlement year. The shaded area corresponds to the pre-2005 period where 
the majority (86.4%) of security requirements concerning consent and notification 
practices were identified (see Section 4.1, Table 5). From 1999 to 2008, we observe a 
convergence from 12 different remedial refrainments concerning various consent and 
notification practices, prior to 2006, to one remedial refrainment (R7) after 2005 that 
broadly describes misrepresentations of privacy, confidentiality, and security. This is 
further evidence that the FTC, while emphasizing information handling and security 
process improvement practices in legal vulnerabilities, has not stopped requiring 
companies to maintain consistent policies and practices. In addition, 100% of the ten 
cases that result in refrainment R7 also result in remedial obligation O25, which requires 
the implementation an information security program.  
 

Table 9: Obligations for Compliance Monitoring   
ID Remedial Obligation 

O8 MAINTAIN a print or electronic copy of all documents relating to compliance 
O9 PROVIDE a print or electronic copy of all documents relating to compliance to the 

FTC for inspection and copying, upon request 
O10 DELIVER the order to all current and future principals and employees having 

responsibilities with respect to the subject matter of this order 
O11 NOTIFY the FTC of any change in the corporation that may affect compliance 

obligations arising under this order 
O12 PROVIDE the FTC a report about how they have complied with this order 
O19 PERMIT the FTC access to any office or facility storing documents 
O20 PERMIT inspection and copying of all documents relevant to any matter contained 

in this order 
 
5 Threats to Validity 
 
Case studies ask broad research questions to examine phenomena that cannot be 
controlled in a laboratory and thus require the investigator to address threats to construct, 
internal and external validity and reliability [Yin03]. Threats to validity that arose during 
the design, conduct and analysis of this multi-case study are now discussed. 
 
Construct validity concerns efforts to reduce subjectivity in the data collection procedure, 
which can result in bias in the findings. In this study, the 19 cases were selected from a 
list of 24 cases highlighted by the FTC as representative of their privacy initiative. Five 
cases were removed from the data collection and analysis procedure that concern overt 
acts to defraud customers allegedly condoned by corporate management. These acts 
correspond to deceptive trade practices, whereas the focus of this study is on unfair trade 
practices and false or misleading statements, wherein companies have fallen short of 
commercially reasonable security standards. For the ValueClick case that includes both 
allegedly intentional acts to defraud consumers and failures to implement reasonable 
security measures, the study was limited to the legal vulnerabilities, private harms and 
government-imposed remedies that concern reasonable security. In addition, each step in 
the analysis procedure (see Section 3.3, Figure 2) was completed for all cases prior to 
beginning the subsequent step to avoid having preliminary findings from the first cases 
studied disproportionately influence the study of the remaining cases. Furthermore, the 
derivation of the mitigating security requirements from legal vulnerabilities requires 
expert knowledge that is variable and subject to bias. To reduce bias, the security 
categories were employed by the investigator to view each security vulnerability from 
multiple viewpoints. This enabled the investigator to equally consider alternatives 
influenced by a broad but finite set of security categories before selecting the most 
appropriate requirement.  
 
Internal validity concerns causal inferences made during explanatory case studies. In 
Section 4.1, we infer trends using a statistical regression and proportions but stop short of 
inferring what events may cause this trend to appear. 
 



 

To address external validity, which refers to the generalizability of the study findings, we 
employed replication logic using a standard analysis procedure (see Section 3.3). During 
this procedure, we sought to reuse mitigating security requirements and remedial 
obligations and refrainments. To avoid losing critical distinctions that emerge overtime 
in the specification of security requirements, the reuse procedure sought to avoid 
generalize requrieemnts for the sake of reuse. For example, a requirement SR21, which 
requires encryption, was not reused to address the vulnerability mitigated by requirement 
SR23, which requires encryption during transit. This approach enabled us to generalize 
findings across multiple cases for the purpose of answering our broad research questions, 
but also enabled us to preserve subtleties necessary to identify changes in security 
knowledge over time. However, because the FTC cases studied represent the worst 
offenders, our findings may not represent so-called “near misses”, which yield no 
enforcement actions by the FTC.   
 
Lastly, the reliability of this study was reinforced through the use of a case study 
database, which facilitated tool-supported analysis and enabled the comparison of 
mitigating security requirements and remedies during reuse [Yin03].  
 
6 Discussion and Summary 
 
The multi-case study reported in this paper sought to define and measure the evolution of 
reasonable security by examining regulatory enforcement actions in 19 security cases 
under the FTC over the last 10 years. The study findings include a trend wherein the 
mean number of legal vulnerabilities cited per case per year is increasing. For logistical 
reasons, we believe this upward trend will likely diminish in proportion to the 
sophistication of attack scenarios. In other words, the number of vulnerabilities per legal 
complaint likely corresponds to the complexity of the scenarios being investigated and 
the available knowledge of security failures applied by regulators during their 
investigations – an important topic for future study. 
 
The impact of this study on software engineers is two-fold. First, the resulting security 
requirements provide a partial definition of what constitutes “reasonable security” in 
attempt to address vulnerabilities cited by the FTC. These requirements can be used to 
prioritize security reviews of software design and testing to build a case for compliance 
through due diligence. Second, these requirements and the vulnerabilities they mitigate 
provide insight into the broader security context to which their software may be 
deployed. This context is further illustrated by actual violations of law that have cost on 
the order of millions of dollars across the retail and financial industry. Therefore, while 
security standards provide general guidance on how to improve software security, legal 
vulnerabilities (and their mitigating security requirements) provide a current picture of 
both legal and security risks. 
 
In addition, this study found a shift in focus from consumer management (consent and 
notification) to information handling requirements (access, encryption and retention) and 
security process improvement requirements (monitoring, patching, training and 
verification). This trend is further evidenced by a refinement from early legal 
vulnerabilities that are broadly stated to historically later vulnerabilities that target 
specific technological failures with known solutions based on best security practices. An 
inverse effect is observed in remedial refrainments, in which early refrainments describe 
specific and varied consent and notification practices while later refrainments are 
homogeneous and broadly stated. 
 
The remedial obligations imposed by the FTC and described in Section 4.4 provide broad 
guidance to companies; for example, “establish an information security program” or 
“maintain documentation relating to compliance.” However, the obligations fall short of 
explaining how companies can ensure that the steps they have taken are consistent with 
the full extent of these obligations. Because the security requirements that were 
identified and presented in Tables 5 and 6 only cover the vulnerabilities discovered by 
the FTC, they may not cover the full range of requirements required to avoid a regulatory 
enforcement action. Moreover, because the security focus is known to change over time, 



 

what constitutes reasonable security also changes. Therefore, we believe future work is 
needed to identify new tools and techniques that support an agile community of security 
practice that holistically monitors events and reifies best practice so that industry adapts 
to the technical requirements necessary to satisfy shifting legal interpretations. 
 
While this study generalizes from multiple cases to deduce a meaningful definition of 
reasonable security in terms of security requirements that can be applied broadly, 
companies are encouraged to appreciate the nuances of specific FTC security cases. For 
example, the following highlights from individual cases were not empirically quantified 
by this study but were informally observed: 
 

1. The 2002 Microsoft case (FTC Case No. 012-3240) illustrates that company 
failures to comply with legal security requirements need not result in damages 
before the regulating agency enforces these requirements by filing a legal 
complaint. 

2. The 2005 CartManager case (FTC Case No. 042-3068) shows that the FTC 
distinguishes between consumer notification and business-to-business 
notification of intended information use. Companies that sub-contract or 
outsource processing of sensitive consumer information may be vulnerable to 
the same legal violation. 

3. The 2008 Reed Elsevier case (FTC Case No. 052-3094) illustrates the potential 
harms resulting from poor password and account management practices (e.g., by 
multiple users sharing the same user id), which is expressly regulated for health 
care providers by the HIPAA Security Rule, §164.312(a)(2)(i). 

 
Finally, because this study derives reasonable security from evidence of unreasonable 
security (i.e., via legal complaints), the mitigating security requirements are likely under 
representative of the holistic FTC interpretation. To investigate which requirements may 
be missing from the definition of reasonability presented herein, one may consider 
performing a conformance or gap analysis between the mitigating security requirements 
identified in this paper and security standards that represent best practices. The results of 
this analysis may show which security standards provide coverage for the vulnerabilities 
identified by the FTC. For the remaining requirements in the “gap,” one could then 
inquire whether these play an important supporting role not amenable to the public 
vulnerabilities cited by the FTC.  In addition, researchers may focus on emerging threats 
to consumer privacy that may result in new kinds of harms, such as behavioral 
advertising or consumer data mining.  
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Table 5: Shift in FTC Focus from Consent and Notice to Information Access, Encryption and Retention 
 

ID 
Security

 

Category Mitigating Security Requirement 
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Toysm
art 

Eli Lilly 
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icrosoft 
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uess 
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G
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ay Learning 

Petco 
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artM

anager 

BJʼs W
holesale C

lub 

C
hoicePoint 

C
ardSys. Solutions 

D
SW

 

G
uidance Softw

are 

Life is G
ood 

G
oal Financial 

ValueC
lick 

R
eed Elsevier 

TJX
 

SR1 Access Require authentication at intranet access points                    
SR2 Access Require authentication at Internet access points                    
SR3 Access Require authentication at web access points                    
SR4 Access Require authentication at physical access points                    
SR5 Access Require authentication at wireless network access points                    
SR6 Access Require authentication to access data                    
SR7 Access Require complete information on physical identity                    
SR13 Access Require unique user ids at network access points                    
SR14 Access Require information access consistent with physical identity                    
SR15 Access Require login suspension after multiple, failed login attempts                    
SR16 Access Require periodic password changes                    
SR17 Access Require strong passwords at network access points                    
SR18 Access Require third-party controls to protect information                    
SR21 Encryption Require encrypted information                    
SR22 Encryption Require encrypted information during storage                    
SR23 Encryption Require encrypted information during transit                    
SR35 Retention Require periodic information disposal                    
SR19 Consent Require user controls to restrict information collection                    
SR20 Consent Require user controls to restrict information use                    
SR28 Notification Avoid deceptive user notifications                    
SR29 Notification Avoid retroactive policy implementation                    
SR30 Notification Require consistent policy and practices                    
SR31 Notification Require user notification of information use                    
SR32 Notification Require user notification of third-party information use                    
SR33 Notification Require provider notification of third-party information use                    

  Settlement Year ʻ99 ʻ00 2002 ʻ03 2004 2005 2006 2008 

 



 

Table 6: Increased FTC Focus on Security Monitoring, Patching, Training and Verification 
 

ID 
Security

 

Category Mitigating Security Requirement 
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G
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lick 

R
eed Elsevier 

TJX
 

SR24 Monitoring Require monitoring for unauthorized access                    
SR25 Monitoring Require monitoring to identify vulnerabilities                    
SR26 Monitoring Require monitoring to perform security audits                    
SR27 Monitoring Require periodic validation of physical identity                    
SR34 Patching Require application vulnerability patching                    
SR36 Training Require personnel privacy and security training                    
SR37 Verification Require application vulnerability testing                    
SR38 Verification Require network vulnerability testing                    
SR39 Verification Require physical vulnerability testing                    

  Settlement Year ʻ99 ʻ00 2002 ʻ03 2004 2005 2006 2008 
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Table 10: Remedial Refrainments for Consent and Notification 
 

ID Remedial Refrainments 

G
eocities 

Toysm
art 

Eli Lilly 
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icrosoft 
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G
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R1 AVOID any misrepresentation about the collection, use or disclosure of 
consumer information 

                   

R2 AVOID any misrepresentation about the identity of the party collecting 
consumer information 

                   

R3 AVOID any misrepresentation about the identity of the sponsorship of any 
activity on its Web site.                    

R4 AVOID collecting personal information from any child without parental 
consent                    

R5 AVOID any misrepresentation about sharing consumer information with third 
parties                    

R6 AVOID disclosing, selling or offering for sale consumer information to any 
third party                    

R7 AVOID misrepresentations about how it maintains and protects the privacy, 
confidentiality, or security of any personally identifiable information                    

R8 AVOID misrepresentations about how it will notify consumers of changes to 
its privacy policy                    

R9 AVOID misrepresentations about how parents may control what information 
their children can provide to third parties                    

R10 AVOID misrepresentations about providing to any third party personal 
information about children under the age of thirteen                    

R11 AVOID disclosing to any third party any personal information, without 
consumer consent                    

R12 AVOID applying privacy policy changes to personal information collected 
about consumers before the date of the posting, without consumer consent                    

 Settlement Year ʻ99 ʻ00 2002 ʻ03 2004 2005 2006 2008 

 
 


